Visualization of uncorrelated, tandem symmetry mismatches in the internal genome packaging apparatus of bacteriophage T7
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Motor-driven packaging of a dsDNA genome into a preformed protein capsid through a unique portal vertex is essential in the life cycle of a large number of dsDNA viruses. We have used single-particle electron cryomicroscopy to study the multilayer structure of the portal vertex of the bacteriophage T7 procapsid, the recipient of T7 DNA in packaging. A focused asymmetric reconstruction method was developed and applied to selectively resolve neighboring pairs of symmetry-mismatched layers of the portal vertex. However, structural features in all layers of the multilayer portal vertex could not be resolved simultaneously. Our results imply that layers with mismatched symmetries can join together in several different relative orientations, and that orientations at different interfaces assort independently to produce structural isomers, a process that we call combinatorial assembly isomerism. This isomerism explains rotational smearing in previously reported asymmetric reconstructions of the portal vertex of T7 and other bacteriophages. Combinatorial assembly isomerism may represent a new regime of structural biology in which globally varying structures assemble from a common set of components. Our reconstructions collectively validate previously proposed symmetries, compositions, and sequential order of T7 portal vertex layers, resolving in tandem the 5-fold gene product previously proposed symmetries, compositions, and sequential order of T7 portal vertex layers, resolving in tandem the 5-fold gene product 10 (gp10) shell, 12-fold gp8 portal ring, and an internal core stack consisting of 12-fold gp14 adaptor ring, 8-fold bowl-shaped gp15, and 4-fold gp16 tip. We also found a small tilt of the core stack relative to the icosahedral fivefold axis and propose that this tilt assists DNA spooling without tangling during packaging.
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The tailed dsDNA bacteriophages and human dsDNA viruses, such as herpesviruses and adenoviruses, share many features of structural organization and life cycle. Viruses of these diverse families evolved from a common ancestor that existed before the divergence of prokaryotes, archaea, and eukaryotes, the three domains of life (1–3). Assisted by a scaffolding protein, these viruses assemble a procapsid with a symmetrical, usually icosahedral, outer shell. One of the shell’s 12 fivefold vertices is replaced by a symmetry-mismatched 12-fold portal. The dsDNA genome is subsequently pumped into the capsid chamber through the portal channel, accompanied by exit of scaffolding proteins. The energy-dependent DNA packaging process is performed by a complex machinery involving multiple, stacked layers at the portal vertex. Functions of the layers include DNA binding/loading (small terminase), ATPase hydrolysis (large terminase), DNA channel (portal), and DNA condensation (internal proteins, sometimes in several layers). The detailed structural basis and functional mechanism of the DNA packaging process are under extensive investigation (4–6).

Structural analysis of phage portal vertex and associated proteins has impact beyond understanding viral assembly. Symmetry mismatches also occur in the capping and branching of actin filaments to control cell shapes (7), and the reciprocating conformational changes of the two barrels of GroEL (Ping-Pong mode) to fold protein substrates (8). Although the details of symmetric structures have been routinely visualized, the details of both symmetry and symmetry mismatch have only recently become visualizable with the development of single-particle cryo-EM and associated asymmetric 3D reconstruction methods (9–20). Both the symmetry-mismatched, coaxial 12-fold portal ring and the 5-fold capsid of several bacteriophages (9–11, 13, 15–18) were resolved simultaneously in asymmetric reconstructions, i.e., reconstructions in which no symmetry was imposed. Inside some bacteriophages, which include T7 (19, 21, 22), P-SSP7 (11), and c15 (17), a roughly cylindrical, multilayered structure (that we will call the core stack) is attached to the portal ring. Diverse functions have been suggested for the core stack in capsid assembly, DNA packaging, and DNA ejection (4, 19, 23). Molecular-dynamics simulations have shown that the T7 core stack has a significant effect on packaged DNA conformation via excluded volume (24). The core stack might also play an active role in organizing the entering DNA during packaging (19, 21, 25). Knowledge of the core stack structure is needed to investigate its possible roles.

Additional symmetry mismatches exist in the core stack. An eightfold core layer of gene product 15 (gp15) was proposed for T7 based on cryo-EM and image analysis of T7 procapsids (21). Three layers of different but simultaneously resolved symmetries, 12-fold gp14, 8-fold gp15, and 4-fold gp16, were proposed primarily based on rotational analysis of the T7 procapsid asymmetric reconstruction (19), taking account of previous biochemical and symmetry analysis (21, 22, 26). This reconstruction revealed the outline of the core stack, but rotational smearing obscured structural details of the core stack, not only in T7 (19) but also in asymmetric reconstructions of phase P-SSP7 (11) and c15 (17) (sections through reconstructions of all three phages are reproduced in Fig. S1). In the present work, we address the challenge of resolving structural details at each layer of the portal vertex of the T7 procapsid.

To reconstruct the portal vertex layers of T7, we have developed a technique that we call focused asymmetric reconstruction (FAR). By focusing alignment on neighboring layers, FAR extends the standard asymmetric reconstruction (SAR) method to resolve locally unique, but globally variable, structures in the T7 portal vertex. FAR reconstructions demonstrate a combinatorial assembly isomerism derived from joining together of structural elements, each with mismatched symmetry, in any of several different...
orienations. This uncorrelated angular positioning and its associated isomerism causes smearing of SAR reconstructions.

**Results**

**Icosahedral Reconstruction.** Purified capsid I (i.e., procapsid) particles were plunge-frozen in vitreous ice and imaged using cryo-EM (Fig. 1A). The capsid I particles had spherical shape and were about 500 Å in diameter. For some of the particles, a ring-like feature was seen centered in the circular outline of the capsid shell. This feature is attributed to the portal/core stack structure viewed along the portal axis (21).

Icosahedral 3D reconstruction revealed a T = 7 icosahedral shell with skewed hexamers (Fig. S2B), as shown before in the procapsid structures of T7 (19, 26) and other tailed dsDNA phages (10, 27). In the icosahedral reconstruction, all of the nonicosahedral features, including the scaffolding protein (gp9) inside the gp10 shell and the portal/core stack complex, are smeared. In the radial density distribution, broad, relatively weak densities inside the gp10 shell and the portal/core stack complex, are nonicosahedral features, including the scaffolding protein (gp9) inside the gp10 shell and the portal/core stack complex, are smeared. In the radial density distribution, broad, relatively weak densities in the 100- to 200-Å radius range (Fig. S2A and C) are presumably from smeared gp9 scaffolding protein. The gp10 shell at ~245-Å radius abuts the scaffolding protein. The electron density of the core stack is seen at ~55 Å radius, i.e., around the center of the capsid (Fig. S2A and C).

**SAR.** SAR (i.e., without imposing any symmetry) was then performed using a symmetry relaxation method by iteratively searching for the best one among the 60 views related by icosahedral symmetry (i.e., icos-c1 symmetry relax) that matches the model projection to the particle image (17, 18). Without any assumption of the shape or location of the asymmetric structural features (SI Text S1), a large, hollow, barrel-shaped stack emerged at one of the icosahedral vertices with its axis apparently aligned with the neighboring icosahedral fivefold shell axis (Fig. 1 and Figs. S3 and S4). SAR produced the same icosahedral gp10 shell structure seen in the icosahedral reconstruction. However, pentons of gp10 were at only 11 of the 12 fivefold vertices. No penton density was observed at the 12th vertex, which is at the base of the stack. The missing penton left an opening in the gp10 shell (Fig. 1C).

The barrel-like stack was attached to the inner surface of the gp10 shell by relatively thin, ring-like densities that contact the five gp10 hexons surrounding the open vertex (Fig. 1 C and D). The stack was about 175 Å in diameter and about 295 Å in length with its distal end reaching beyond the center of the capsid. The small featureless ring at ~55-Å radius in the icosahedral reconstruction (Fig. S2A) is produced by icosahedral averaging of the stack. As distance from the capsid center increased (beyond z2), rotational smearing in the icosahedral reconstruction weakened the core stack densities to a level indistinguishable to that of the diffused scaffolding protein densities (Fig. S2 and Icos column in Fig. 2).

Closer examination of the different axis-perpendicular sections of the SAR-derived, barrel-shaped core stack revealed turbine-like densities with apparent eightfold symmetry in the middle sections (Fig. 1B and z2 in SAR column of Fig. 2 and Fig. S3B, and column 12 of Fig. S4). However, only apparently smeared densities without discernable symmetries were observed in other regions of the core stack (z1, z3, and z4 in the SAR column in Fig. 2). Because the SAR reconstruction is the average of many particles, the smeared densities indicate that particles have variable structures in these regions. However, the presence of two regions of well-resolved structure (fivefold shell and eightfold middle sections of the stack), linked by intermediate regions with smeared density, is puzzling.

The regions of smeared density in SAR differed from those of asymmetric reconstructions of portal vertex in ε15 and P-SSP7 phages, although the size, shape, and position of this barrel-like stack in the T7 procapsid were similar to those of the combined portal and the core stack in ε15 (17) and P-SSP7 (11) phages.
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**Fig. 1.** SAR of T7 phage capsid I. (A) Cryo-EM image of particles embedded in vitreous ice. The arrow points to ring-like portal/core stack densities at the center of a capsid I particle viewed along the portal/core stack axis. The smaller round “particles” are contaminant vesicles. B and D display cut-open surface views parallel and perpendicular to the portal/core stack axis, respectively. C displays the density distribution in central section viewed perpendicular to portal/core stack axis (same view as in D). The dashed lines and corresponding labels (z1 to z5) indicate the sections displayed in subsequent figures (Fig. 2 and Figs. S3-S8). The images of these sections illustrate the symmetries of the core (gp16), core (gp15), core (gp14), portal (gp8), and shell (gp10) layers, respectively. The display in B was cut at section z2.
We will refer this extension of SAR as FAR (see SI Text S1).

Fig. 2. FARs. Each column represents one of the labeled reconstructions (icos, SAR, FAR-I, FAR-II, and FAR-III). The reconstructions are explained in the main text and also in Table S1. Row 1 (y) shows the central sections of the five reconstructions cut parallel to the portal/core stack axis. The rest of the rows (z1, z2, z3, z4, z5) show different sections cut perpendicular to the portal/core stack axis at the position indicated by z number in Fig. 1C. The gray boxes indicate the sections with resolved densities in layers of the portal vertex.

Specifically, in the case of ε15 and P-SSP7, smearing was only seen at the distal end (i.e., the region closest to the capsid center), including the region corresponding to the eightfold region of T7 SAR reconstruction. The 12-fold portal was well resolved (Fig. S1). The z1 region was smeared for all three phases. These differences need to be explained with a more thorough understanding of the arrangement of the core stack, which is likely to include structural variability, as mentioned in the previous paragraph.

FARs. The SAR reconstructions of T7 capsid I (Fig. 1), ε15 (17), and P-SSP7 (11) phages implicitly assume that all particles have identical structure. When particles do not satisfy this assumption, the reconstruction, which is the average of all included particles, will only resolve those structural feature(s) (Fig. S1) that are the same among the particles and also dominant during the alignment. To overcome this limitation, we extended SAR by limiting the features used for alignment in both 3D reference map and 2D images. These features were limited to a region of interest, thereby excluding the contribution of other regions to the alignment. By varying the location and size of the included region, the alignment was targeted at feature(s) in the T7 procapsid that will be described below. We will refer this extension of SAR as FAR (see SI Text S1 for more details).

We used the SAR reconstruction as starting model and limited the alignment to (i) the rotationally smeared portal and neighboring regions (i.e., sections around z3 to z5) and (ii) the neighboring region of the icosahedral shell (red circle in Fig. S3). This first FAR reconstruction (FAR-I) relaxed the fivefold cyclic symmetry to no symmetry (c5→c1 symmetry relax). In the resulting reconstruction (column FAR-I in Fig. 2 and Fig. S5), the icosahedral shell structure remained well resolved, as expected. However, the originally smeared portal region (i.e., sections around z3 to z5) in SAR now became well resolved with 12-fold symmetry, whereas the originally well-resolved eightfold core stack region (i.e., sections around z2) in SAR became rotationally smeared. The tip region (i.e., sections around z1) of the core stack remained smeared. FAR-I has revealed portal vertex layers in the order of 5-fold shell, 12-fold portal, and smeared region along the portal vertex axis. This is the same result obtained via SAR-like reconstructions for other phages (Fig. S1) (11, 17).

We then used FAR-I as starting model and focused the alignment on portal and entire core stack region (red circle in Fig. S6) to obtain FAR-II reconstruction (c12→c1 symmetry relax). FAR-II excluded the shell during alignment and produced a smeared shell, as expected. However, both the portal and part of the core stack (i.e., z2–z4 sections) were simultaneously well resolved as 12-fold and 8-fold symmetric structures, respectively (column FAR-II in Fig. 2 and Fig. S6). The tip region of the stack (z1) remained smeared. The SAR, FAR-I, and FAR-II reconstructions have collectively resolved details of any of the three binary combinations of the 5-fold shell, the 12-fold portal, and the 8-fold core. However, these details were not resolved simultaneously in any single reconstruction.

To resolve the core stack tip region (z1), another FAR reconstruction (c8→c1 symmetry relax) was performed (FAR-III column of Fig. 2; Fig. S7). In FAR-III, we included only sections around z1 and z2 in alignments (red circle in Fig. S7) and used the FAR-II reconstruction as initial model. In FAR-III, the region around section z2 of the core stack preserved its well-resolved eightfold densities, whereas the shell and portal region were both smeared. However, the tip region of the core stack now became clearly resolved, with fourfold symmetry (column FAR-III in Fig. 2).

To cross-validate these FARs from different routes of sequential asymmetric reconstructions, FAR-IV, FAR-V, and FAR-VI were performed (Fig. S8, with alignment regions listed). FAR-IV and FAR-V used SAR as starting model to sequentially resolve the 12-fold portal and the 5-fold shell, essentially in opposite directions to the sequential FAR-I/III reconstructions. Similar to FAR-I and FAR-II, binary combination of 8-fold core stack region and 12-fold portal region became resolved in FAR-IV, and binary combination of 12-fold portal region and 5-fold shell became resolved in FAR-V reconstruction. FAR-VI was performed similarly to FAR-III but used SAR as starting model. Binary combination of eightfold and fourfold core stack regions was also resolved in FAR-VI.

The eight reconstructions (icos, SAR, and FAR-I to FAR-VI) are summarized in Table S1. The 5-fold shell, 12-fold portal, and 8-fold core stack were resolved in at least four different reconstructions. The fourfold core tip region was also resolved in multiple different reconstructions. Each of these structural components could be clearly resolved in asymmetric reconstructions from at least two different routes starting from SAR. These reconstructions have comprehensively examined and cross-validated the structural features in the portal vertex.

We produced a composite multilayer structure by including the resolved features extracted from these asymmetric reconstructions. Fig. 3 shows the composite structure, but this structure is only one of many possible multilayer structures for the following reason. Any two nearest-neighboring layers had a unique interface. However, no defined relative axial rotation existed between next-nearest neighboring and more distal layers. In other words, the multilayer portal vertex had numerous different structures instead of a single common one. That is the reason that neither SAR nor any single FAR could simultaneously resolve the entire portal vertex. We will call this arrangement of layers a stack with tandem uncorrelated symmetry mismatches. All isomers produced by the lack of correlation had a central channel that varied in diameter at different layers, but remained open throughout the entire assembly.

To our knowledge, this is the first time that tandem, uncorrelated symmetry mismatches have been visualized in a biological structure. In our case, four different rotational symmetries (5-, 12-, 8-, and 4-fold) are represented in the layers of the portal vertex. However, the basic concept is applicable to stacks with other symmetries and number of layers.

Structure and Composition of the Portal Vertex. The composite structure of Fig. 3 A and B was assembled from the individual components extracted from the FAR reconstructions (Fig. 3 C–F). Our assignment of structural features to the known capsid proteins is the same as that previously proposed (19, 21). The icosahedral shell was assigned to the only major capsid protein, gp10 (28). The 12-fold z5 region in FAR-I, FAR-II, FAR-IV, and FAR-V reconstructions was assigned to the portal protein, gp8, based on previous findings of both the same 12-fold...
symmetry in the structures of both purified portal proteins and portal proteins attached to tails ejected from phage (29, 30).

The densities of the 12-fold gp8 layer superimpose well on the X-ray diffraction-derived, 12-fold atomic model of SPP1 (31) and P22 (32) phage portal rings (Fig. S9B–F). However, the fitting of the cryo-EM structure of isolated T7 gp8 portal (30) was noticeably worse (Fig. S9A), which suggests assembly-dependent conformation for the T7 gp8 portal. The capsid I-associated T7 gp8 portal ring has three layers (Fig. S9B), with the middle layer (wing) much wider than the top (crown) and bottom layer (clip). The portal ring is mostly internal to the shell with only small contacts with the inner surface of the shell made by the tip of the clip layer (red region in Fig. 3; Fig. S9). The empty central channel of the portal ring varies in diameter with the narrowest region (≈20 Å) formed by a ring of 12 projections equivalent to the tunnel loops in the SPP1 wing layer (Fig. S9F).

After subtracting the SPP1 portal structure from our reconstructions (FAR-I, FAR-II, FAR-IV, FAR-V), we were left with a 12-fold ring of densities around the z3 sections, which circumscribed the portal at the portal wing region. Because the SPP1 portal protein (502 aa) is similar in mass to T7 gp8 (536 aa), the extra densities were assigned to gp14 (196 a.a.), a core stack protein present in the capsid in an estimated 8–12 copies (Table S2) (21, 22). These 12-fold gp14 and gp8 densities were always coresolved or cosmeared in all eight reconstructions (Table S1). The gp14 protein appeared to be an adapter with relatively extensive contact with portal (gp8) and more tenuous contact with the eighth layer of the core stack (Fig. 3).

The remaining core stack layers are an eightfold layer (around z2 sections in SAR, FAR-II, FAR-III, FAR-IV, and FAR-VI) and a fourfold layer (around z1 sections in FAR-III, FAR-VI) regions. Similarly, we confirm the previous assignments of these layers (19, 21), based on the estimated copy numbers and molecular masses of the known structural proteins (Table S2) (21, 22). The eightfold layer is assigned to gp15 and the fourfold layer is assigned to gp16 (Fig. 3).

The eightfold gp15 layer is an inverted, empty bowl with ≈125-Å opening where it is loosely attached to the inner side of the 12-fold gp14 ring (Fig. 3, z2 to z3 sections in FAR-II and FAR-IV reconstructions). In contrast, the fourfold gp16 layer is more compact with a narrower channel (20-30 Å). The gp16 layer interacts extensively with the eightfold gp15 layer. The gp8, gp14, and gp15 layers collectively formed a large porous chamber (Fig. 3B) that is perhaps flexible and allows the core stack proteins to undergo conformational changes during procapsid assembly (22), DNA packaging (19), or DNA ejection at the beginning of an infection (23).

**Symmetry Axis Offsets.** Visually, the various layers of the portal vertex share a single axis in common with a fivefold axis of the icosahedral shell (Fig. 3 A and B). The resolutions of our reconstructions (Fig. S10) were sufficient to ask whether the axes of the various layers were indeed all aligned. We used the portal-associated fivefold shell axis as the reference (i.e., same as the icosahedral fivefold axis). Quantitative fitting of the symmetry axis of each layer (SI Text S1) revealed that, in fact, small offsets did exist (Fig. 4A and Fig. S11). The offset increased as the distance from the shell increased (Fig. 4A, Fig. S11, and Table S2). The 12-fold gp8 portal and gp14 rings are nearly coaxial with the reference fivefold axis with insignificant offsets (<1 Å). However, an abrupt increase of offset to 4–5 Å occurred between the 12-fold gp14 ring and the 8-fold gp15 bowl (Fig. 4A). The offset further increased from 4 to 5 Å (gp15) to 7–8 Å (gp16) as distance from portal increased. The nearly linear increase of offsets from gp15 to
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Fig. 3. Structure of the portal vertex. A and B each display a side view of a composite structure including the layers of the core stack (gp10 shell, gp8 portal, and gp14 core from FAR-I reconstruction, and gp15 and gp16 core from FAR-III reconstruction). B shows the 20-Å thick central slab. C–F display the axial view of 12-fold gp8, 12-fold gp14, 8-fold gp15, and 4-fold gp16, respectively. The composite structure is used here since none of the symmetric reconstructions alone could resolve all five structural layers simultaneously. The components in A and B represent only one of the numerous combinations of relative axial rotations of layer interfaces of portal vertex.

Fig. 4. Precession model of DNA packaging. (A) Center offsets for the symmetry axes of the structural layers in the portal vertex. The icosahedral fivefold axis is the reference. The symmetry axis position was separately determined for gp8, gp14, gp15, gp16 layers at three axial positions (mass center of each component and ±22 Å from mass center). (B) Schematic illustration of the proposed precession model for the packaged dsDNA emerging from distal opening of the central channel of the core stack. The slightly offset core stack precesses around the icosahedral fivefold axis and dispenses DNA in a circular pattern. When viewed from top to bottom in this illustration, the core stack will precess counterclockwise and the newly emerged DNA will form left-handed supercoil.
gp16 (Fig. 4A) suggests a slightly tilted (~1.6°) common axis for gp15 and gp16. To determine whether the offsets were accumulative artifacts generated by the sequential FAR-I procedure, we have determined the core center offsets (Fig. S11C) for SAR, FAR-I, FAR-II, FAR-III, and previously reported capsid I structures (EMD-1161/1162) (19). Using the gp15 layer as representative, nearly identical center offsets were detected for FAR-II and FAR-III. In SAR, which is the starting model of FAR reconstructions, center offsets were also detected although at about one-half that of FAR-II and FAR-III. In contrast, only insignificant (<1 Å) center offsets were detected for the rest of the reconstructions (Fig. S11C). Thus, detectability of center offsets is strongly correlated with the rotational resolvability of core stack layer in the reconstructions.

Discussion

**T7 Portal Vertex Layers Lack Long-Range Correlation in Their Axial Orientations.** With our FARs, we have found that the T7 portal vertex varies in structure among different particles, even though each layer not only has unique structure, but also defined relationship to its nearest-neighbor layers, symmetry mismatched or not. This conclusion was drawn from the observations that (i) no single asymmetric reconstruction resolved all five layers stacked at the T7 portal vertex and (ii) at least one FAR resolved any two symmetry-mismatched, neighboring layers (summarized in Table S1). These observations imply that the axial orientations of distant layers (i.e., separated by one or more layers of different symmetry) are uncorrelated, which introduces the following constraint on assembly. The relative orientation of any layer has significant input only from the immediate neighboring layer but not from more distant layers. If, for example, the layers are assembled sequentially, then assembly information is not transferred through one layer to another. Strictly speaking, in all cases of two layers separated by one or more intermediate layers of different symmetry, these two layers should not be simultaneously resolved. This prediction was found to be correct for the FAR reconstructions (FAR-I to FAR-IV, summarized in Table S1). Nonetheless, an exception was found in the SAR reconstruction that resolved fivefold gp10 and eightfold gp15 layers. These two layers were separated by the rotationally smeared 12-fold gp8/gp14 layer. Careful analysis of potential relative packing of layers with sequential 5-fold, 12-fold, and 8-fold symmetries (SI Text S2 and Fig. S12) revealed that structural isomers with different choices of the intermediate 12-fold orientations (i) either exact or nearly exact alignment of the 8-fold layer to the 5-fold layer. Such alignment is exact for one-third of possible isomers or misaligned by angles of only 3° or less in the remaining two-thirds. Therefore, the SAR reconstruction is an average of heterogeneous mixture of structural isomers with properly resolved 5-fold and partially smeared 8-fold features sandwiching a highly smeared 12-fold layer.

To our knowledge, our resolving of the five layers of the 57 portal vertex is the first asymmetric reconstruction that has been achieved for any stack with uncorrelated and symmetry mismatched interfaces. The FAR procedures developed here are likely to be applicable to other stacks produced by combinatorial assembly isomerism.

**A Paradigm in Structural Biology: Combinatorial Assembly Isomerism.** SAR-like procedure, which was used for essentially all past asymmetric reconstructions (9–11, 13, 15–20), implicitly assumes that all particles included in a reconstruction have identical global structure and, therefore, that particle images differ only in the direction of the projection of this single structure (illustrated in Fig. S13A). For particles that all have the same component substructures, but have varying organization of the components among different particles (combinatorial assembly isomerism; illustrated in Fig. S13F), this assumption leads to reconstructions with only the dominant component(s) resolved, whereas the less dominant components are smeared. Examples include the asymmetric reconstructions of e15 (17), P-SSP7 (11) (Fig. S1), and T7 SAR (Figs. 1 and 2, and Fig. S3). Combinatorial assembly isomerism is a relatively unexplored aspect of complex assemblies.

Our initial SAR reconstruction with smeared gp8 portal, but serendipitously resolved eightfold gp15 core stack layer, presented the paradox that motivated development of the FAR reconstruction strategy in this work. In the FAR reconstruction procedure, we explicitly consider the likelihood of combinatorial assembly isomerism. Each FAR selectively targets a contributing structural feature and minimizes the influence of other, possibly dominant structural features. By varying the region of focus, the various combinations of multiple stacked layers are resolved and cross-validated, as summarized in Table S1. That is to say, unlike SAR, the FAR reconstructions extend structural biology to a regime of structures with combinatorial assembly isomerism (SI Text S3).

Combinatorial assembly isomerism is a concept with well-known, analogous applications in the macroscopic world. An example is the assembling of different objects from a common set of LEGO pieces. The FAR reconstructions essentially deal with a special case of this regime in which the variations among stacked layers are constrained to discrete axial rotations, in analogy with what occurs in combination locks. Further method developments are needed to support determination of structures with combinatorial assembly isomerism that has more degrees of freedom.

**T7 Core Stack Is Slightly Tilted from Its Icosahedral Fivefold Axis.** A surprising finding of this study is that the T7 core stack, especially its gp15/gp16 layers, is slightly offset and tilted from the icosahedral fivefold axis of the portal vertex (Fig. 4A and Fig. S11). We have found that all reconstructions with rotationally smeared core stack (SAR+C5, EMD-1161, EMD-1162, FAR-I, and FAR-III+C5) have an insignificant amount of center offset, whereas reconstructions with clearly resolved core stack (SAR, FAR-II, and FAR-III) (Fig. S11C) do have significant center offsets. This clear pattern indicates that the core stack does have a small offset and tilt, but that the offset and tilt can only be detected when at least the gp15 layer of the core stack is truly resolved. Rotational smearing is presumably the cause of the loss of the tilt and center offset in the other reconstructions of the T7 core stack (Fig. S11C). The reduced offset of SAR is caused by the partial rotational smearing of the SAR reconstruction (SI Text S2).

**Core-Stack Precission Model for DNA Packaging.** The tilt and offsets for the core stack (gp15/gp16 layers) imply the following aspect of DNA packaging, assuming that T7 DNA is packaged through the central channel of the portal/core stack and that the DNA molecule then emerges out of the channel of the core stack at the distal opening of gp16. While in the channel of the core stack, the dsDNA, which is semirigid with persistence length of 400–500 Å (33), exerts asymmetrical force on the central channel wall, pushed by packaging power strokes. The DNA molecule then exits the core stack at an off-center position (Fig. 4B).

We suggest the following hypothesis for existence of the core stack tilt, assuming that this tilt (i) is the product of evolutionarily selection and (ii) is maintained after the expulsion of the gp9 scaffolding protein and capsid expansion during DNA packaging (26). The asymmetrical force on the core stack causes at least one of the interfaces of the portal vertex layers to slip (rotate), assisted by the relatively low energy barriers implied especially by the weak interactions of the gp14/gp15 interface and the numerous (8 × 12) equivalent relative orientations of this interface (34). Slipping at the gp14/gp15 interface is also suggested by the abrupt increase of axis offsets at this position (Fig. 4A).

If so, the resultant slipping between layers of an offset core stack can cause precession of the core stack around the portal axis as illustrated in Fig. S14. Every 15° rotation of eightfold gp15 layer will align its next vertex to next vertex of 12-fold gp14 layer (30° + 15° = 45°). Twelve such rotations of the gp15 layer will...
complete a revolution of gp15 layer precession around the portal axis. However, the gp15 layer has only rotated 180° (12° + 168°) around its own axis. The rate of gp15 layer precession around the portal axis is thus two times of the rate of its self-rotation in this model. The direction of gp15 layer precession is opposite to that of its self-rotation. This precession model is analogous to mechanical precession (35). Precession of the gp15/gp16 “nozzle” will cause dispensing of the emerging dsDNA in a circular pattern (Fig. 4B). From the measured T7 DNA packaging rate (~28 kb/min) (36) and assuming that the DNA forms the largest circles sterically allowed by the shell chamber, we estimate that the rate of the proposed precession will be around one to two revolutions per second. If the precession is unidirectional, the handedness of the DNA double helix is likely to bias toward left-handed supercoiling (Fig. 4B) similarly to dsDNA wrapping around histone in nucleosomes (37). It is possible that opposite direction or alternating directions could be adopted by the precession.

The proposed precession is one means to generate the observed coaxially packed genome in fully packaged infectious phage particles (17, 25) and also to explain lower than expected knotting previously observed in DNA packaged inside phage particles (38). The possibility of core stack rotation to assist DNA spooling has been previously suggested, although not as a precession (21, 25, 26). The precession, if unidirectional, would produce less twist than would be produced by the previously proposed portal rotation that tracks the DNA double helix (34, 39). Portal rotation is now known not to occur (40, 41). Finally, the core stack precession could be a response to evolutionary selection against tangling of DNA as it was packaged. A potentially analogous precession occurs when rhythmic gymnasts swing long ribbons to form spirals that do not tangle.

Related observations have been made in other systems. Tilting was also observed for the inner body of bacteriophage phiKZ around which was spooled the packaged DNA (42, 43). The P22 phage portal is not accompanied by a core stack. However, the P22 portal does have a surprisingly long C-terminal helical barrel, connected to a major domain by a flexible loop (Fig. 5C) (32). In P22 DNA genome packaging, this C-terminal helical barrel could serve a dispensing role similar to the proposed T7 core stack role, with the ring of connecting loops providing the flexibility for the helical barrel to precess.

**Methods**

Details of sample preparation, electron cryomicroscopy, image processing, and 3D reconstruction (icosahedral reconstruction, SAR, and FARs), and structural analysis are given in SI Text S1.